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The homogeneous coordinate ring of a quantum projective plane is a 3-dimen-
sional Artin]Schelter regular algebra with the same Hilbert series as the polyno-
mial ring in three variables; such an algebra A is a graded noncommutative
analogue of the polynomial ring in three variables. When A is a finite module over
 .   ..its center Z A , we define the scheme S s Proj Z A and the sheaf A of
 . w y1 x  .O -algebras by A S s A f . The center Z of A is defined by Z S sS  f . 0  f .
 w y1 x .  .Z A f and following Grothendieck we may define the scheme Spec Z . The0
algebras A fall into several families, and for many of these it has been shown that
 . 2  .Spec Z ( P when A is finite over its center. This paper shows that Spec Z (
P2 for two more families. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, k denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero, but some of the results do not need this assumption. A quantum
projective plane is a noncommutative analogue of the usual projective
plane. This is an imaginary geometric object, and what one actually studies
is its ``homogeneous coordinate ring,'' which is a noncommutative ana-
logue of the polynomial ring in three variables.
DEFINITION 1.1. A graded k-algebra A is a homogeneous coordinate
 2 .ring of a quantum projective plane or simply a quantum P , if it has the
following properties:
v
y3 .A has Hilbert series 1 y t ;
v A is generated as a k-algebra by A ;1
v  .gldim A s 3;
k if i s 3,i
v  .if k denotes the trivial module, then Ext k, A sA  0 if i / 3.
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w xFollowing 2 , we can associate to an algebra A satisfying the conditions
 .  .in Definition 1.1 a triple T A s E, s , L , where E is a scheme, s is an
automorphism of E, and L is an invertible sheaf whose global sections
define a morphism E ª P2; moreover, either
v
2  .2E is a cubic divisor in P , and L is the restriction of O 1 , orP
v
2  .2E s P , and L s O 1 .P
We call A linear if E s P2, and elliptic if E is a cubic divisor in P2.
 .Conversely, if E, s , L is such a triple, then there is an associated
 .algebra A E, s , L .
w x 2Artin, Tate, and Van den Bergh 2 classified generic quantum P 's in
 .the terms of their associated triples E, s , L as follows:
v Type A. E is a smooth cubic curve, and s is translation by a point
of E.
v Type B. E is a smooth curve, s is multiplication by y1, and
 .L ( O 2 p q q , where q is a point of order 4 of E.E 0
v  .Type E. E is a smooth curve, j E s 0, s is an automorphism of
 .order 3, multiplication by a cube root of unity, and L ( O 2 p q q ,E 0
where q is a point of order 3 which is not fixed by s .
v
3 .Type H. E is a smooth curve, j E s 12 , s is an automorphism of
 .order 4, multiplication by i, and L ( O 2 p q q , where q is a point ofE 0
order 2 which is not fixed by s .
v Type S . E is a triangle, and s stabilizes the three components.1
v
XType S . E is a union of a line and a conic meeting the line in two1
points, and s stabilizes the components.
v Type S . E is a triangle, and s interchanges two of its sides.2
w x  .By 3, Theorem 7.1, p. 370 , A E, s , L is finite over its center if and
only if s has finite order. From now on, we assume that s has finite
order.
2  .Let A be a quantum P , Z A its center, and define the scheme
  ..  . w y1 xS s Proj Z A . Define a sheaf A of O -algebras by A S s A fS  f . 0
where S is the open affine subset of S for each nonzero homogeneous f .
 .  .  w y1 x .element f g Z A . The center Z of A is defined by Z S s Z A f . f . 0
w x  . 2   ..Artin 1 proved that Spec Z ( P ( Proj Z A for the algebras of
types A, B, E, H when the order of s is not divisible by 3.
Recall the definition of the Veronese subalgebra.
DEFINITION 1.2. If A is an N-graded k-algebra and e a positive integer,
the eth Veronese subalgebra of A is the graded algebra denoted by A e.
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and having degree i component
A e. [ Ai ei
for all i G 0.
w xLEMMA 1.3 6, Lemma 5.1, p. 53 . Let A be a Z-graded algebra o¨er a
 . w xfield k. Suppose that Z A s k z , . . . , z , with each z being a homoge-1 m i
 .neous nonzero di¨ isor, of degree n , say. Let e s gcd n , . . . , n . Suppose Ai 1 m
 .is finite o¨er Z A . Let A and Z be as abo¨e. Then
Spec Z ( Proj Z A e. . .  . .
w x If A s k x, y, z is the standard polynomial ring in 3 variables standard
.  . 2means deg x s deg y s deg z s 1 , then, of course, Proj A s P by defi-
nition. If A is a quantum P2, which has similar properties to those of the
 .standard polynomial ring in 3 variables, although Proj A does not make
  ..   ..sense, we can still compute Proj Z A . Unfortunately, Proj Z A is not
2  .always isomorphic to P , but in this paper, we will show that Spec Z (
   e... 2 2Proj Z A ( P for quantum P 's which are linear and of type S .1
2. THE ALGEBRAS IN QUESTION
In this section, we give the defining relations of two families of quantum
P2 's which we mainly study in this paper, namely, the linear ones and
those of type S .1
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a quantum P2 of type S . Then for suitable1
w xgenerators x, y, z of degree 1, A can be written as A s k x, y, z with defining
relations
zy s a yz , xz s b zx , yx s g xy ,
where a , b , g g k* are such that abg / 1. Moreo¨er, A is finite o¨er its
center if and only if a , b , g are roots of unity.
2  .Proof. Let A be a quantum P of type S , and E, s , L its associated1
triple. Then E is a triangle in P2, and s stabilizes the three components.
We may choose the coordinates so that E s l j l j l where l s1 2 3 1
 .  .  . nV x , l s V y , and l s V z . An automorphism of P can be2 3
 .  . <represented by an element of PGL n, k s GL n q 1, k rk*. Hence s l 1
can be written as
0, y , z ¬ 0, a y q a z , a y q a z .  .1 2 3 4
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for some
a a1 2 g GL 2, k . .a a /3 4
 .  .Since s fixes the intersection points of the lines 0, 1, 0 and 0, 0, 1 , it
<follows that a s a s 0, so s is of the forml2 3 1
0, y , z ¬ 0, a y , z , .  .
where a s a ay1 g k*. Similarly,1 4
<s : x , 0, z ¬ x , 0, b z .  .l 2
<s : x , y , 0 ¬ g x , y , 0 , .  .l 3
for some b , g g k*. Recall that the relations of A are exactly the elements
 s . < 4 w xin A m A which vanish on p, p p g E 2, Proposition 6.7, p. 61 . It1 1
follows that A has the relations described in the lemma. It is easy to see
that s extends to an automorphism of the ambient P2 if and only if
 .abg s 1, and in this case A is linear not of type S .1
w xConversely, consider A s k x, y, z with defining relations
zy s a yz , xz s b zx , yx s g xy ,
where a , b , g g k* such that abg / 1. It is routine to check that A is an
iterated Ore extension of k and hence is a regular algebra. Then we can
show that the cubic divisor associated to A is
E s V 1 y abg xyz s l j l j l , . . 1 2 3
and the automorphism s of E associated to A is given by
<s : 0, y , z ¬ 0, a y , z .  .l 1
<s : x , 0, z ¬ x , 0, b z .  .l 2
<s : x , y , 0 ¬ g x , y , 0 . .  .l 3
Such A's give all quantum P2 's of type S .1
wRecall that A is finite over its center if and only if s has finite order 3,
xTheorem 7.1, p. 370 . It is easy to see that s has finite order if and only if
a , b , g are roots of unity, so the second statement follows.
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a linear quantum P2, which is finite o¨er its center.
Then for suitable generators x, y, z, of degree 1, A can be written as A s
w xk x, y, z with defining relations
zy s a yz , xz s b zx , yx s g xy ,
where abg s 1 and a , b , g are roots of unity.
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2  2 .Proof. Let A be a linear quantum P , and P , s , L its associated
 .triple. Then s can be represented by an element of PGL 2, k s
 .GL 3, k rk*. Since s has finite order, for a suitable basis, the correspond-
 .ing matrix can be chosen to be a diagonal matrix diag a 9, b9, g 9 where
a 9, b9, g 9 g k* are roots of unity because k is an algebraically closed field
of characteristic zero. Hence s can be written as
s : x , y , z ¬ a 9x , b9y , g 9z . .  .
w xConversely, consider A s k x, y, z with defining relations
g 9zy s b9yz , a 9xz s g 9zx , b9yx s a 9xy ,
where a 9, b9, g 9 g k*. It is routine to check that A is an iterated Ore
extension of k and hence is a regular algebra. Then we can show that the
scheme associated to A is
E s V 0 s P2 , .
and the automorphism s of E associated to A is given by
s : x , y , z ¬ a 9x , b9y , g 9z . .  .
If a 9, b9, g 9 g k* are roots of unity, then such A's give all linear quantum
P2 's whose associated automorphisms have finite order.
If we write
a s b9g 9y1 , b s g 9a 9y1 , g s a 9b9y1 ,
then a , b , g g k* are roots of unity, and the defining relations of A
become
zy s a yz , xz s b zx , yx s g xy ,
where abg s 1.
Since the two families of algebras in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 have exactly
the same defining relations except for the condition on abg , we treat
them simultaneously.
3. THE CENTER OF A
Let A be a quantum P2 which is finite over its center, and is either
w xlinear or of type S ; that is, A s k x, y, z with defining relations1
zy s a yz , xz s b zx , yx s g xy ,
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where a , b , g g k* are roots of unity. From now on, we write r for the
order of s . Fix a primitive r th root of unity, z s z say, and write a s z a,r
b s z b, g s z c. We can assume 1 F a, b, c F r. Moreover, we can choose
 .z so that gcd a, b, c s 1. We now fix the notation:
v  .   .  .  . .l, m, n s lcm a, r ra, lcm b, r rb, lcm c, r rc ,
v  .   .  .  ..s, t, u s lcm m, n , lcm n, l , lcm l, m ,
v  .d s gcd s, t, u , and
v  .e s gcd s, t, u, a q b q c .
Notice that l, m, and n are the orders of a , b , and g , respectively.
Now we compute the center of these algebras. The proof of the
following lemma is left to the reader.
 .  . 3LEMMA 3.1. Let a, b, c be a set of positi¨ e integers, and i, j, k g Z .
 .  .  .Then j ' k mod a , k ' i mod b , and i ' j mod c if and only if
i , j, k g Z 1, 1, 1 q Z lcm b , c , 0, 0 q Z 0, lcm c, a , 0 .  .  .  . .  .
q Z 0, 0, lcm a, b . . .
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 3.2. Let K s Z a, b, c q Z s, 0, 0 q Z 0, t, 0 q Z 0, 0, u .
 .  .Then cj y bk ' ak y ci ' bi y aj ' 0 mod r if and only if i, j, k g K.
 .Proof. ¥ This is trivial.
 .  .« Assume cj y bk ' ak y ci ' bi y aj ' 0 mod r . Since ak ' ci
 .  .  .mod r , it follows that gcd a, r rgcd c, a, r divides i. Similarly, since
 .  .  .bi ' aj mod r , it follows that gcd a, r rgcd a, b, r divides i. Hence
gcd a, r gcd a, r .  .
X [ lcm , /gcd c, a, r gcd a, b , r .  .
  .  ..  .divides i. But since gcd gcd c, a, r , gcd a, b, r s gcd a, b, c, r s 1, we
 .  . <  .  . <have X s gcd a, r . Since gcd a, s gcd a, r , it follows that gcd a, s i and
we can write i s si9 q ai0. Similarly, we can write j s tj9 q bj0, and
k s uk9 q ck0. By substituting into the original equations, we get new
equations
bcj0 y bck0 ' cak0 y cai0 ' abi0 y abj0 mod r , .
or equivalently,
j0 ' k0 mod rrgcd bc, r , k0 ' i0 mod rrgcd ca, r , .  . .  . .  .
i0 ' j0 mod rrgcd ab, r . . . .
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By Lemma 3.1,
i0 , j0 , k0 g Z 1, 1, 1 q Z lcm rrgcd ca, r , rrgcd ab, r , 0, 0 .  .  .  . . .
q Z 0, lcm rrgcd ab, r , rrgcd bc, r , 0 .  . . .
q Z 0, 0, lcm rrgcd bc, r , rrgcd ca, r . .  . . .
 .  .  .Since m s rrgcd b, r divides arrgcd ab, r and n s rrgcd c, r divides
 .   .  ..arrgcd ca, r , it follows that s divides a ? lcm rrgcd ca, r , rrgcd ab, r .
  .  ..Similarly, t divides b ? lcm rrgcd ab, r , rrgcd bc, r , and u divides c ?
  .  ..lcm rrgcd bc, r , rrgcd ca, r . Hence the result.
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a quantum P2 which is linear or of type S . Then1
 . i j k  .Z A is generated by monomials as a k-algebra, and x y z g Z A if and
 . 3  .  .  .only if i, j, k g K l N where K s Z a, b, c q Z s, 0, 0 q Z 0, t, 0 q
 .Z 0, 0, u .
 i j k4Proof. Since A is generated by x, y, z as a k-algebra and x y z is a
i j k  .k-vector space basis of A, it follows that  a x y z g Z A if and only ifi jk
a x iq1 y jz k s x a x i y j z k s a x i y j z k x .  .  i jk i jk i jk
s g jbyka x iq1 y jz k i jk
g ia x i y jq1z k s y a x i y j z k s a x i y j z k y .  .  i jk i jk i jk
s a ka x i y jq1z k i jk
byia ja x i y j z kq1 s z a x i y j z k s a x i y jz k z .  .  i jk i jk i jk
s a x i y j z kq1. i jk
 . i j k  .So Z A is generated by monomials as a k-algebra and x y z g Z A if
and only if g jbyk s a kgyi s b iayj s 1, or equivalently, cj y bk ' ak y ci
 .' bi y aj ' 0 mod r . The result follows from Lemma 3.2.
COROLLARY 3.4. The greatest common di¨ isor of the degrees of generators
 .  .of Z A is e s gcd s, t, u, a q b q c .
 .    e...Since Spec Z ( Proj Z A , we now compute some Veronese subal-
  e..gebras of Z A .
 . < < <LEMMA 3.5. Let d s gcd s, t, u . Then s ad, t bd, and u cd.
 . <  .Proof. Since gcd l, s gcd s, t, u s d, it follows that
<s s drgcd l , s s lcm l , s rl d s rrl d. .  .  . .  .
< < <But since rrl divides a, it follows that s ad. Similarly, t bd, and u cd.
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 f g h. i j k . h jyg k f kyhi g iyf j i j k . f g h.Since x y z x y z s a b g x y z x y z , it is easy
i j k   e..to see that x y z g Z A if and only if
<e i q j q k ,
and
<r hj y gk a q fk y hi b q gi y fj c .  .  .
s gc y hb i q ha y fc j q fb y ga k , .  .  .
 .for all choices of a set of non-negative integers f , g, h such that f q g q
h s e.
  e..d r e. w sr e tr e u r e xd.LEMMA 3.6. Z A : k x , y , z .
i j k   e..d r e.  .  .  .Proof. Let x y z g Z A . Substitute f , g, h s e, 0, 0 , 0, e, 0 ,
 .0, 0, e into the equation
<r gc y hb i q ha y fc j q fb y ga k , .  .  .
then we get
< < <r y ecj q ebk , r y eak q eci , r y ebi q eaj,
or equivalently,
cj y bk ' ak y ci ' bi y aj ' 0 mod rre . . .
By Lemma 3.2,
i , j, k g Z a, b , c q Z sre, 0, 0 q Z 0, tre, 0 .  .  .  .
qZ 0, 0, ure l N3. . .
In Lemma 3.2, s is characterized by the smallest positive integer such that
< <both r bs and r cs hold, so if we replace r by rre, then we must replace s
.by sre, and so on. Since
<r gc y hb i q ha y fc j q fb y ga k , .  .  .
 .  .  .  .for f , g, h s f , g , h and f , g, h s f y 1, g q 1, h if f G 1,1 1 1 1 1 1 1
<r g c y h b i q h a y f c j q f b y g a k 4 .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1
y g q 1 c y h b i q h a y f y 1 c j  .  . .  .1 1 1 1
q f y 1 b y g q 1 a k .  . .1 1
s yci y cj q a q b k s yc i q j q k q a q b q c k . .  .  .
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 . 3 4Let L s i, j, k g Z ¬ i q j q k is divisible by d , and suppose
i , j, k s aw q sre i9, bw q tre j9, cw q ure k9 .  .  .  . .
g Z a, b , c q Z sre, 0, 0 q Z 0, tre, 0 .  .  .
qZ 0, 0, ure l L, . .
for some integers w, i9, j9, j9. By substituting this into the above equation,
we obtain
<r y c aw q sre i9 y c bw q tre j9 q a q b cw q ure k9 .  .  .  . .  .  .
s yc si9 q tj9 q uk9 re q a q b q c re uk9. .  . .
< < Since e a q b q c and u r, it is easy to see that u divides c si9 q tj9 q
.  . uk9 re. Similarly, t divides b si9 q tj9 q uk9 re and s divides a si9 q tj9 q
.  .  . . uk9 re, hence d s gcd s, t, u divides gcd a, b, c si9 q tj9 q uk9 re s si9
.q tj9 q uj9 re. Since
<d i q j q k s a q b q c w q si9 q tj9 q uk9 re, .  .
< .  .it is easy to see that d a q b q c w and so d divides gcd d, a q b q c w
< < <  . <  . <s ew. By Lemma 3.5, s aew, t bew, and u cew, so sre aw, tre bw, and
 . <ure cw. Hence
i , j, k g Z sre, 0, 0 q Z 0, tre, 0 q Z 0, 0, ure l L l N3 , .  .  .  . .
 e. d r e. sr e tr e u r e d. . w xand so Z A : k x , y , z .
  e.. rr e. w sr e tr e u r e x r .THEOREM 3.7. Z A s k x , y , z .
<   e.. rr e. w sr e tr e u r e x r .Proof. Since d r, it is clear that Z A : k x , y , z by
  e.. rr e. w sr e tr e u r e x r .Lemma 3.6. So it is enough to show that Z A = k x , y , z .
i j k w sr e tr e u r e x r .If x y z g k x , y , z , then
< < < <r i q j q k , and sre i , tre j, ure k . .  .  .
It is enough to show
<r gc y hb i q ha y fc j q fb y ga k , .  .  .
 .for all choices of a set of non-negative integers f , g, h such that f q g q
 .  . <h s e. We claim that this is true for f , g, h s e, 0, 0 , that is, r y ecj q
 . <ebk. Since sre divides r and tre divides r, it follows that gcd sre, tre k.
 .   . .Since r s lcm n, u divides lcm gcd s, t , u ,
< <rre lcm gcd sre, tre , ure k . .  . .
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<Similarly, rre divides j, hence r y ecj q ebk. Now, assume
<r gc y hb i q ha y fc j q fb y ga k , .  .  .
 .  .for some f , g, h s f , g , h with f G 1. We claim1 1 1 1
<r gc y hb i q ha y fc j q fb y ga k , .  .  .
 .  .for f , g, h s f y 1, g q 1, h . Since1 1 1
g c y h b i q h a y f c j q f b y g a k 4 .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1
y g q 1 c y h b i q h a y f y 1 c j  .  . .  .1 1 1 1
q f y 1 b y g q 1 a k .  . .1 1
s yci y cj q a q b k s yc i q j q k q a q b q c k , .  .  .
it is enough to show
<r y c i q j q k q a q b q c k . .  .
< < .Since r i q j q k and r a q b q c k, the claim is true. Similarly,
<r gc y hb i q ha y fc j q fb y ga k , .  .  .
 .  .  .for f , g, h s f y 1, g , h q 1 . Since any choice of f , g, h can be1 1 1
 .obtained from e, 0, 0 by the above two procedures, the result follows.
 .4. THE CENTER OF Proj A
 . 2Finally, we prove that Spec Z ( P by using a twist of a polynomial
ring. Recall the definition of the twist of an algebra.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A be a graded k-algebra, and u a graded k-alge-
 u .bra automorphism of A. We define a new algebra A , ) called the
 . uright twist of A with respect to u . As a graded vector space, A is equal
to A, but it has a new multiplication. The product of elements, x g A andi
y g A , is defined byj
x) y [ xyu i.
This product is k-bilinear, and the associativity follows from the defining
properties of an automorphism; hence Au is a graded k-algebra.
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w xLEMMA 4.2. Let A s k x, y, z with defining relations
zy s a yz , xz s b zx , yx s g xy ,
with deg x s s, deg y s t, and deg z s u. If a sb tg u s 1, then A is a twist of
w xthe polynomial ring C s k X, Y, Z with deg X s s, deg Y s t, and deg Z
s u.
Proof. Define an automorphism u of C by
X u s X , Y u s gy1r sY , Zu s b 1r sZ.
Then the defining relations of Cu are
u st1r s y1r s y1r sg Z)Y s b Y ) Z, b X ) Z s Z) X , .  .  .
s1r sY ) X s g X )Y . .
But a s byt r sgyu r s, so we can rewrite the relations as
Z)Y s a Y ) Z, X ) Z s bZ) X , Y ) X s g X )Y ,
whence the result.
w x 2LEMMA 4.3. Let A s k x, y, z be a quantum P which is linear or
w sr e tr e u r e xof type S . Then k x , y , z is a twist of the polynomial ring1
w sr e tr e u r e xk X , Y , Z .
Proof. Since
z u r e y tr e s a utr e2y tr ez u r e
x sr ez u r e s b su r e2z u r e x sr e
y tr e x sr e s g t sr e2x sr e y tr e ,
by Lemma 4.2, it is enough to show
sre tre ure2 2 2utr e su r e t sr ea b g s 1, .  .  .
or equivalently,
3 <re auts q bsut q ctsu s a q b q c stu. .
 .  .Since r s lcm s, t, u and e divides d s gcd s, t, u , it is easy to see that
2 2 <re divides rd , which divides stu. Moreover, since e a q b q c, the result
follows.
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LEMMA 4.4. Let A be a graded k-algebra and u a graded k-algebra
 u .d.  d..u dautomorphism of A. Then A s A .
 d..u d  u .d.  .Proof. Define a map F: A ª A by F x s x. Then by
definition of a twist, F gives an isomorphism as vector spaces. But for any
 d..u d  d..u dx g A s A , y g A s A ,i di j d j
F x) y s F xyu di s xyu di s x) y , .  .
so F is a ring homomorphism. Hence the result.
r  u . r .  r .COROLLARY 4.5. If u s Id, then A ( A .
   e...In order to compute Proj Z A , we require some results about
projective schemes of k-algebras which are not generated in degree 1. It is
well known that if C is a finitely generated, connected, commutative
k-algebra then
Proj C ( Proj C  e. . .  .
w s t u x w se t e ue xFor example, if C s k x , y , z and C9 s k x , y , z are subrings of
w x  .  .the standard polynomial ring k x, y, z then Proj C ( Proj C9 .
w s t u xConsider the subring C s k x , y , z of the standard polynomial ring
w x  . 2k x, y, z . In general, Proj C need not be isomorphic to P . For example,
w 2 xif C s k x, y, z then
2 2 2 2 2 2D z ( Spec k x rz , xyrz , y rz , .  .q
 . 2is singular, so Proj C \ P . However, on the positive side, we have
Lemma 4.6 below.
 .LEMMA 4.6. Let l, m, n be a set of positi¨ e integers, and
s, t , u s lcm m , n , lcm n , l , lcm l , m . .  .  .  . .
w s t u x w xIf C s k x , y , z is the subring of the standard polynomial ring k x, y, z ,
 . 2then Proj C ( P .
Proof. Using the argument above, one reduces to the case when l, m, n
ware pairwise coprime. The lemma now follows from 4, Corollary 1.3.1,
xp. 38 .
THEOREM 4.7. Let A be a quantum P2 which is finite o¨er its center, and
 . 2is either linear or of type S . Then Spec Z ( P .1
Proof. By Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 3.7, we have
Spec Z ( Proj Z A e. .  . .
 .rre e.( Proj Z A . /
 .rsr e tr e u r e( Proj k x , y , z . /
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However, by Lemma 4.3,
usr e tr e u r e sr e tr e u r ew xk x , y , z ( k X , Y , Z ,
w sr e tr e u r e xwhere k X , Y , Z is a subring of the standard polynomial ring
w xk X, Y, Z , and
u u usr e sr e tr e ytr e tr e u r e u r e u r eX s X , Y s g Y , Z s b Z , .  .  .
w sr e tr e u r e x r .so r is divisible by the order of u . Hence k x , y , z (
w sr e tr e u r e x r .k X , Y , Z . Finally, by Lemma 4.6,
 .  .r rsr e tr e u r e sr e tr e u r ew xProj k x , y , z ( Proj k X , Y , Z / /
w sr e tr e u r e x( Proj k X , Y , Z .
w s t u x( Proj k X , Y , Z .
( P2 .
Hence the result.
5. EXAMPLES
In this section, we compute the centers of some concrete algebras. As
  .. 2we have already seen, if e s 1, then Proj Z A ( P . If e / 1, then
  .. 2Proj Z A may not be isomorphic to P . This phenomenon already
happens for 3-dimensional Sklyanin algebras. However, we may still have
 .    e... 2Spec Z ( Proj Z A ( P . If A is the 3-dimensional Sklyanin alge-
bra, then the greatest common divisor e of the degrees of generators of
 .  w x. 2Z A is either 1 or 3 see 6 . If A is a quantum P which is linear or of
type S , then e can be arbitrarily large. This typically happens for linear1
.  .  .algebras. For example, if r 9 is any divisor of r and a, b, c s 1, 1, r 9 y 2 ,
 .  .  .  .then l, m, n s r, r, n , and s, t, u s r, r, r so d s r and e s r 9.
 .  .EXAMPLE 5.1. Let a , b , g s 1, y1, y1 . Since abg s 1, A is linear.
 .  .  .  .  .  .Since a, b, c s 2, 1, 1 , l, m, n s 1, 2, 2 , and s, t, u s 2, 2, 2 ,
2 2 2Z A s k x , y , z , yz . .
  ..   .. 2Since Proj Z A has a singularity, Proj Z A \ P . Notice d s e s 2.
Computation shows
 .22. 2 2 2 w xZ A s k x , y , z , yz , zx , xy s k x , y , z , .
 .   2... 2and it follows that Spec Z ( Proj Z A ( P .
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 .  .EXAMPLE 5.2. Let a , b , g s z , z , z . Since abg s y1 / 1, A is6 6 6
of type S , and1
6 6 6Z A s k x , y , z , xyz . .
  ..   .. 2Since Proj Z A has a singularity, Proj Z A \ P . Notice d s 6, e s 3.
Computation shows
3. 6 6 6 4 2 2 4 4 2 2 4 4 2 2 4Z A s k x , y , z , y z , y z , z x , z x , x y , x y , xyz , .
so
 .  .2 63. 2 2 2Z A s k x , y , z , .
 .   3... 2and it follows that Spec Z ( Proj Z A ( P .
One might hope that Theorem 4.7 would generalize to algebras A s
w xk x , . . . , x with the defining relations1 n
x x s l x x ; 0 F i - j F n , l g k*j i i j i j i j
when n ) 3. However, as the next example shows, this is false.
w xEXAMPLE 5.3. Let A s k x , . . . , x be an algebra defined as above1 n
where n ) 3, l s y1 and l s 1 for all other choices of i - j. Then it12 i j
is easy to show that
2 2Z A s k x , x , x , x , . . . , x , . 1 2 3 4 n
so e s 1. But
2 2 2 2D x ( Spec k x rx , x x rx ( Spec k t , t , .  . /q 1 2 1 i j 1 2 i j
w x  . 2where k t , t 3 F i - j has the defining relations t s t t . This has a2 i j i j i i j j
  ..  .singularity the Jacobian matrix is 0 at the point 0, . . . , 0 , so Spec Z (
  .. ny1Proj Z A \ P .
 . 2 2We expect that Spec Z ( P holds for all quantum P 's which are
finite over their centers. Among the algebras in the classification in the
Introduction, it remains to prove this for quantum P2 's of types SX and S .1 2
We only have a partial result.
LEMMA 5.4. Let A be a quantum P2 of type SX . Then for suitable1
w xgenerators x, y, z of degree 1, A can be written as A s k x, y, z with defining
relations either
zy s a yz q x 2 , xz s b zx , yx s b xy ,
or
z 2 s a y2 q x 2 , xy s b zx , yx s b xz.
Moreo¨er, A is finite o¨er its center if and only if a and b are roots of unity.
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The proof of this, which we omit, is similar to the case of type S but1
more work is needed. A quantum P2 of type SX with the first type of1
 i j k4relations behaves well because it has a k-vector space basis x y z . In
this case, we have a partial result.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let A be a quantum P2 of type SX with the first type of1
relations. If the associated automorphism is the identity on the conic, then
 . 2Spec Z ( P .
w xProof. The assumption on A implies that b s 1, so A s k x, y, z has
the defining relations zy s a yz q x 2, xz s zx, yx s xy. Notice that x is a
central element. Since A is generated by x, y, z as a k-algebra and
 i j k4 i j k  .x y z is a k-vector space basis of A, it follows that  a x y z g Z Ai jk
if and only if
a x i y jz k i , jy1, k
s y a x i y j z k s a x i y j z k y .  . i jk i jk
s a a k q a 1 y a k r 1 y a x i y j z k , .  . . i , jy1, k iy2, j , kq1
and
a a j q a 1 y a j r 1 y a x i y j z k .  . . i , j , ky1 iy2, jq1, k
s z a x i y j z k s a x i y jz k z s a x i y jz k . .  .  i jk i jk i , j , ky1
Let l be the order of a . Now compare the coefficients of x i y j z k in the
 .first equation. If k ' 0 mod l , then
a s a q a ,i , jy1, k i , jy1, k iy2, j , kq1
 .so a s 0. In other words, a s 0 if k ' 1 mod l . Next, if k 'iy2, j, kq1 i jk
 .1 mod l , then
a s a a q a 1 y a 2 r 1 y a . .  .i , jy1, k i , jy1, k iy2, j , kq1
 2 .  .If 2 - l then since a s 0 and 1 y a r 1 y a / 0, it follows thati, jy1, k
 .a s 0. In other words, a s 0 if 2 - l and k ' 2 mod l . Induc-iy2, j, kq1 i jk
 .tively, we can see that a s 0 unless k ' 0 mod l . Similarly, we can seei jk
 .that a s 0 unless j ' 0 mod l by using the second equation. Con-i jk
i l j lk  .  . w l l xversely, it is easy to see that  a x y z g Z A , so Z A s k x, y , z .i jk
  .  .  ..  .  .Since lcm 1, 1 , lcm 1, l , lcm l, 1 s 1, l, l , it follows that Spec Z (
2  ..Proj Z A ( P by Lemma 4.6.
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We give one example of a quantum P2 of type SX whose associated1
automorphism is not the identity on the conic.
w xEXAMPLE 5.6. Let A s k x, y, z with the defining relations zy s yyz
q x 2, xz s yzx, yx s yxy, then
y jz when j is evenjzy s
j 2 jy1 yy z q x y when j is odd
and
yz k when k is evenkz y s
k 2 ky1 yyz q x z when k is odd.
 i j k4Since A is generated by x, y, z as a k-algebra and x y z is a k-vector
i j k  .space basis of A, it follows that  a x y z g Z A if and only ifi jk
a x i y j z k s x a x i y j z k . iy1, j , k i jk
jyki j k i j ks a x y z x s y1 a x y z , . . i jk iy1, j , k
i i j ky1 a x y z . i , jy1, k
s y a x i y j z k s a x i y j z k y .  . i jk i jk
s a q a y a x i y jz k , . i , jy1, k iy2, j , kq1 i , jy1, k /
k :odd
and
i i i i j ky1 a q y1 a y y1 a x y z .  .  .  /i , j , ky1 iy2, jq1, k i , j , ky1 /
j:e¨en j:odd
s z a x i y j z k s a x i y j z k z s a x i y j z k . .  .  i jk i jk i , j , ky1
Suppose a / 0. From the first equation, we conclude that both j and ki jk
are even, or both are odd. If i is even, then from the second and third
equations, j and k are even. If i is odd, then from the second equation,
2 a q a s 0, for k even, or equivalently, 2 a qi, j, k iy2, jq1, kq1 iq2, jy1, ky1
a s 0, for k odd, and from the third equation, 2 a q a si, j, k i, j, k iy2, jq1, kq1
0, for j even, or equivalently, 2 a q a s 0, for j odd.iq2, jy1, ky1 i, j, k
2 2 2 3  .It is easy to see that x , y , z , x y 2 xyz g Z A . We claim that they
generate the center. If all i, j, k are even, then x i y j z k is written by
x 2, y2, z 2. Suppose i is odd. If a / 0 for both j, k even, theni jk
a s y2 a , so the central element contains the termiy2, jq1, kq1 i, j, k
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 i j k iy2 jq1 kq1. 2 2 2 3a x y z y 2 x y z , which is written by x , y , z , x y 2 xyz, soi jk
is central. The similar argument holds for the case a / 0 for both j, ki jk
 . w 2 2 2 3 xodd. Hence Z A s k x , y , z , x y 2 xyz , which is not generated by
monomials any more.
Since
23 6 4 3 6 2 2 2x y 2 xyz s x y 2 x yz y 2 xyzx q 4 xyzxyz s x y 4 x y z , .
 .2. w 2 2 2 x2.  .   .. 2Z A s k x , y , z and it follows that Spec Z ( Proj Z A ( P .
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